Overview:

eHub is a co-working environment and no one “owns” any space within eHub. For all spaces including reservable rooms, entrepreneurship activities and meetings will always get preference and priority.

Cameras:

eHub has surveillance cameras, monitored by CUPD, throughout the premises for your safety. So, smile, you are on camera!

Access: eHub management reserves the right to revoke access to the premises at its sole discretion any time. The space should be treated as an extension of Cornell’s campus.

Basic Rules:

1. No alcohol or drugs on the eHub premises. If you bring them in, your eHub privileges will be terminated.
2. Excluding service animals, pets are prohibited without prior written consent from eHub management.
3. Clean up after yourself; throw away trash and recycle. Bins are available throughout the space.
4. Remove all of your belongings at the end of your visit. Any item left overnight may be thrown out by the cleaning staff.
5. Keep your stuff with you. eHub assumes no responsibility for your belongings.